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(Fc 0 ,,1Mn,Co0 1J l with x=0.03 , 0.05 and 0.07 (hereafter referred to as FMC37, FMC55 and FMC73 , respect ively) crystalli ze
in Fe,P like hexagonal sy mmetry. DC magnetization measurements have been made on these alloy systems in external fi elds up to 8.5
kOe ~nd in the temperature range 85-400K. The alloys are ferromagnetic with T<-325 K for FMC37, -250 K for FMC55 and -220 K
for FMC73. While FMC37 shows a clear paramagnetic to ferrom ag netic transition, in FMC55 and H1C73, the transition anomaly
is field-dependent and gets suppressed by rather low fields. In these two systems, FM order keeps evolving with coo ling below these
Curie points and at still lower temperatures negative exchange gains in strength, giving rise to disordered magnetic state, which
shows long time magnetic rela xation. Below 85 K, there cou ld be anot her modification in magnetic states of the two systems with
positive exc hange interaction regai ning in strength.

[Keywords: Di sordered magnet ic systems, Ferromagnetic alloys, Mag netic properties]

1 Introduction
Di-metal iron phosphide Fel, a ferromagnet with a
Curie temperature of 216 K, has been widely studied 1""'.
Its magnetic structure is known to be sensitive to metallic
substitutions such that , just 3 atomic % of Cr substituted
for Fe, drives the magnetic behaviour to a complex one
with changing sequence of t empera ture' and
simultaneous substitutions of 5% Cr and 5% Ni introduce
a re-entrant spin glass phase•. The studies on three
systems with simultaneous substitutions of 3 atomic %
Mn and 7 % Co, 5% Mn and 5% Co, and 7% Mn and 3%
Co have been reported. When subst ituted in dividually
in Fe,P, it is known that, Co effects to strengthen the FM
behaviour and Mn tends to weaken it.

2 Experimental Details
The alloys were prepared using so lid-state diffusion
technique. Amounts of Fe, Mn , Co and P (of 4N purity)
were weighed in stoichiometric proportions and sealed
in evacuated quartz ampoules for heating at -I 000 °C.
Temperature was slowly raised in about I 0 day s and then
maintained for about a week. The ingot obtained was
quenched, powdered, vacuum-sealed andre-annea led at
-I ooooc for another week. This process of an nealing
was repeated once more to e nsure homoge nization . For
structural characterization, the samples were pulverized
and subjected to X-ray diffrac tion meas ureme nts on

Philips make diffractometer model PW 1840 using FeK_,
radiation . DC magnetization measure ments were made
using PARC vibrating sample magnetome ter (mod el
I 55).

3 Results and Discussion
X-ray diffraction patterns co nfirmed th e formation
of s ingle-phase material with Fe,P-Iike hexagonal
symmetry in all the three cases. The lattice constants are
a= 5.89A, c = 3.48A for FMC37, o = 5.89A, c= 3.49A
for FMCSS, and a= 5.90A , c=3.47 A for FMC73. Figs
I (a) and I (b) show magnetization-tem pe rature (M-T )
measure-ments for FMC37, in the temperature range 90300K and 300-425K, respectively. In the range 90-300K,
the measurements are made in zero fie ld cooled (ZFC)
and also field cooled (FC) modes. For measurements in
ZFC mode, the sample is first coo led from paramagnetic
(PM) state (in this case from -350K) down to 90K in
the absence of any magnetic fie ld . Then, a measuring
field is applied and the sample is aga in heated up to say
300K and moment is recorded during thi s heating cycle.
For measurements in FC mode, the samp le is cooled from
PM state down to 90K in the presence of the magnetic
field and mome nt is recorded e ith er during thi s cooling
cycle or as the sample is again heated up to 300K. Fig.
I (b) shows that , FMC37 undergoes a well-defined
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Fig. l - M versus T plots for FMC37 sampl e in the
temperature range, a) 90 - 300K and b) 300- 425 K
Fig. 2 -M versus T plots fo r FMC55 under different fields

paramagnetic-fe rromagneti c (PM- FM) tran sition at
- 325K.
The other two alloys with hi gher Mn content, viz.,
FMC55 a nd FMC7 3, d o as we ll s h o w PM-FM
transitions, but not so clearly. Figs 2 & 3 show M - T
measurements for FMC55 and FMC7 3, respective ly,
recorded in ZFC mode in the presence of a few different
fi elds. The first anomaly, occurring at - 250K for FMC55
and at - 220K for FMC73, as the sampl es are cooled from
the high temperature side signify PM-FM transitions,
but the transition is not complete; instead the FM state
keeps evol ving with cooling. Al so the M-T anomaly at
the transition gets suppressed as the measuring fi eld is
increased . Thi s signifies first-order transitions
Another point worth noting is that, while in FMC37 ,
once the FM state is attained, magnetic structure does
not show any change down to 85K, in the other two
all oys, viz. , FMC55 and FMC73, the FM state keeps
evolving with coo ling even be low the respecti ve Curie
points. Further down below a certain temperature (- 220K
in FMC55 and - 180 K in FMC73), M begins to drop
(Fig 2 and 3). lt is referred to these anomaly temperatures
as , T,. In both the all oys, thi s anomaly temperature T, is
fi eld- dependent, decreasing with increasing H.
M- T curves, for the two all oys, recorded in FC mode
broadly foll ow the shapes of the ZFC curves. Fig . 4
shows, as an illustrati ve exampl e, M-T measurement in
FC mode for the system FMC7 3 in a field of 203 Oe.
The fac t of FC curve broadly following the ZFC, one
would suggest th at, at the anomaly points of -220 and
- 180K negati ve exchange interaction starts domin ating
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Fig. 3 -

M versus T plots fo r FMC73 under different fie lds

the positive exchange one. The alloys do not go to antiferromagnetic states; in that case, the moments would
drastically drop and FC and ZFC curves would overlap.
The magnetic state below these anomal y points would
be best described as a di sordered one. The fact that T,,
shifts downward s with increasing fi e lds, supports thi s
picture. Another fact in support is that of an observed
temporal relaxation of magnetization .
Fig. 5 shows, as a typical exampl e, vari ati on of M as
a function of log of observation time (log t) fo r FMC55
in a small field of 5.5 Oe after zero fi eld cooling. Another
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M- T plot for FMC73 recorded in ZFC and PC modes

wo rth noting point is, the decreased downward trend of
FC curve, i.e., an increas ing gap between FC and ZFC
curves, at still lower temperatures in FMC73 (cf. Fig. 4)
and FMC55 and a continu all y increas ing Min FC curve
of FMC37. These observati ons might indicate towards
so me ot he r inte res tin g change, in vo lv in g increased
fe rromagnetic exchange, in the magnetic stru ctures at
temperatures below 90K.
M- H curves at 85 K show magnet ization at 8.5 kOe
to be 58 .6, I 7.0 and 6.2 emu/g, for FMC37, FMC55 and
FMC73, respec ti ve ly. Co mp ared to th e saturati o n
magnetizati on of I 20 emu/g for sing le crystal of Fel
(and 48 emu/g in a field of 8.5 kOe at I 0 K for powder
samp le) th ese valu es are very small , further indi cating
weakened FM order. Remanence and coerc ivity values
at 85K are, 5. I 5 emu/g and 0.277 kOe for FMC37, 0.73
emu/g and 0.350 kOe for FMC55, and 0 .262 emu/g and
0.269 kOe for FMC73. These va lu es also ge nerall y
indicate to low magnetic anisotropy.
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Fig. 5 - M versus time plot for FMC55 at 85 K
in 5.5 Oe after ZFC

for FMC73) negative exchange gains in strength , g iving
ri se to di so rdere d m ag ne ti c s t ruc ture. Th e re a re
signatures suggesting that, below 90K new magnetic
structures may show up .
In the unit cell of the parent system Fel, there are
four different metal-metal bond length s giv ing rise to
simultaneous presence of pos iti ve and negati ve exchange
interaction s. Observed complex magnetic behaviour of
the studied all oys would owe to thi s fac t' .
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